Abstract-The observation of ultra-high energy neutrinos (UHEνs) has become a priority in experimental astroparticle physics. Neutrinos can interact in the atmosphere (downwardgoing ν) or in the Earth crust (Earth-skimming ν), producing air showers that can be observed with arrays of detectors at the ground. The surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Observatory can detect these types of cascades. The distinguishing signature for neutrino events is the presence of very inclined showers produced close to the ground (i.e., after having traversed a large amount of atmosphere). Up to now, the Pierre Auger Observatory did not find any candidate on a neutrino event. This imposes competitive limits to the diffuse flux of UHEνs. A very low rate of events potentially generated by neutrinos is a significant challenge for a detection technique and requires both sophisticated algorithms and high-resolution hardware. We present a trigger based on a pipeline artificial neural network implemented in a large FPGA which after learning can recognize traces corresponding to special types of events.
Krzysztof Pytel is with the University of Łódź, Department of Physics and Applied Informatics, Faculty of Informatics, 90-236 Łódź, Poland, development of theoretical astrophysics hypotheses [2] . The origin of the UHECRs, their production mechanism and composition still remain a mystery, similarly as fluxes of ultrahigh energy neutrinos (UHEνs) [3] .
Generally, we can classify astrophysical models as: bottomup and "top-down". In the first one, protons and nuclei are accelerated in astrophysical shocks, while pions are produced by cosmic ray interactions with matter or radiation at the source [4] . The second scenario anticipates that protons and neutrons are produced from quark and gluon fragmentation with a supremacy of pions in respect of nucleons [5] . Protons and nuclei also produce pions due to the Greisen-ZatsepinKuzmin (GZK) cutoff [6] [7] confirmed by Fly's Eye [8] and the Pierre Auger Observatory [9] .
For primary protons, decays of charged pions (as results of photo-pion production responsible for the GZK effect) are the source of ultra-high energy neutrinos (UHEνs). However, their fluxes are still doubtful. If the primaries are heavy nuclei, the UHEνs should be significantly suppressed [10] .
The observation of UHEνs should support an explanation of the origin of UHECRs [11] . Neutrinos indicate directly the source of their production due to no deflection in magnetic fields. Unlike photons, their inviolate travel from the sources to the Earth may support a confirmation or rejection of production models. UHEνs can be detected with arrays of detectors at ground level that are currently being used to measure extensive showers produced by cosmic rays i.e. Pierre Auger Observatory [12] . The main challenge in this technique is an extraction of showers initiated by neutrinos from the "background" of induced by regular cosmic rays.
Neutrinos have very small cross-sections. This implies a very low probability of interaction for relatively thin targetsmall zenith angles of neutrino inputs (slant depth on the level of 1 kg/cm 2 ). Neutrinos can interact at any point along their trajectories. For very inclined shower the slant depth increases to ∼ 31 kg/cm 2 and a probability of neutrino interactions become more realistic [13] . Protons, nuclei, or photons usually interact shortly after entering the atmosphere. For inclined showers they produce a narrow muonic pancake (only muonic component survives), while for deeply interacting neutrinos the inclined showers contain also a significant part of electromagnetic contribution. Inclined showers that interact deep in the atmosphere may be a signature of neutrino events. The surface detector array (SD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory can detect both Earth-skimming and down-going channels of showers [14] . The Earth skimming neutrino events are limited to a very narrow zenith range where the expected background of nucleonic showers is very small. For downward-going neutrino showers an angular investigating range is wider, but simultaneously with larger background contamination. This imposes specific algorithms allowing a separation of neutrinoinduced showers from nucleonic ones.
II. ADC TRACES ANALYSIS
With the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory we can detect and identify UHE neutrinos in the EeV range and above [15] . Due to much larger cross-section than neutrinos, the first interaction for protons, heavier nuclei and even photons usually appears shortly after entering the atmosphere. However, neutrinos can generate showers initiated deeply into the atmosphere. Vertical showers initiated by protons or heavy nuclei have a considerable amount of electromagnetic component at the ground ("young" shower front). However, at high zenith angles (θ ≥ 70
• ) (thicker than about three vertical atmospheres), UHECRs interacting high in the atmosphere generate shower fronts dominated by muons at ground ("old" shower front), which generate narrow signals (short ADC traces) spreading over typically tens of nano-seconds in practically all the stations of the event. These traces can be recognized with a 16-point DCT algorithm as well as with 16-point input AAN.
We believed that "young" showers are spread in time over hundreds of nano-seconds [16] . For the "old" showers practically only the muonic component survives. It gives a short bump in the SD. The "young" showers contain also some electromagnetic component, which enlarge the ADC traces in time. However, the muonic component of "young" showers is ahead of the electromagnetic one and gives an early bump. The rising edge of the bump is not so sharp as for the "old" ones, but the signal is also relatively fast attenuated, till the electromagnetic component starts to give its own contribution. The ANN approach can focus on the early bump, to select traces potentially generated by neutrinos.
On the other hand, independent simulations of showers in CORSIKA [17] and the response of the water Cherenkov tanks (WCDs) with OffLine [18] showed that for neutrino showers (initiated either by ν μ or ν τ ) for relatively big zenith angle (i.e. 70
• ) and low altitude (9 km) (to be treated as "young" showers before a maximum of development) give relatively short ADC traces and they can be analyzed also by 16-point pattern engines.
For a recognition of the very inclined "old" showers the algorithm based on the Discrete Cosine Transform [19] was developed and tested on the test SD tank in Malargüe [20] [21] . The algorithm precisely recognized ADC traces of required shapes. Up to now it was tuned for the "old" showers, however, it could be optimized for shapes characteristic for "young" showers. The ANN algorithm is an alternative approach. The efficiency of both algorithms will be tested for both types of showers.
III. MATLAB ANALYSIS
The main motivation of an ANN implementation as a shower trigger is a fact that up to now the entire array did not registered any neutrino-induced event. The probable reasons are: a) a very low stream of neutrinos and b) amplitudes of ADC-traces are small and probably are below the threshold of standard 3-foid coincidence trigger. The main idea is to use ANN approach as a pattern recognition technique.
Several networks were tested to get a reasonable compromise between the efficiency of the pattern recognition and a resources occupancy in the FPGA. For teaching we created a database of real Auger inclined "old" showers (as positive marker) and typical (mostly vertical as negative markers). Only the Levenberg-Marquardt (Trainlm in MATLAB) algorithm was very efficient.
IV. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION
The 12-10-1 network offers the best performance with a minimal resource occupancy, however, it requires 23 neurons. Due to limited amount of DSP blocks, we could use this network for a single PMT only. The Quartus compiler allows a compilation with arbitrarily selected implementation of the multipliers: either in the DSP blocks or in logic elements only. An implementation of the multipliers in the Adaptive Logic Modules (ALMs) is much more resource-consuming (1247 ALMs instead of 107 ALMs + 8 DSP blocks), however, such a selection allows an implementation of more complicated network, which provides a similar registered performance (keeps approximately the same speed).
The 12-10-1 network provides also a pretty fast convergence. A teaching process can be accomplished in several tens of epochs. However, teaching a bigger set of real Auger data for inclined showers (and others as references) gave rather surprising results that the network 12-8-1 provided better patterns recognition than 12-10-1. A 16-input neuron for 14-bit data and 14-bit coefficients is shown on Fig. ? ?. An neuron output drives a neural transfer function -a tansig, which calculates a layer's output from its net input. It can be implemented as ROM in embedded FPGA memory. We selected 14-bit input, 14-bit-output tansig implementation in RAM: a 3-port function with blocked writing left port to keep a reasonable compromise between a calculation accuracy and a memory size. Unfortunately, ROM: 2-port failed. The same array of coefficients is used for two independent neuron transfer functions. The network was being taught for 160 inclined and normal ADC traces (768 samples per trace). This gives 2*122880 patterns. For 160 inclined traces the network 12-8-1 recognized 139 inclined showers and only 27 patterns from a reference set (this rate should have been zero). However, taking into account an amount of all patterns a missing traces rate is 0.017% and a rate of faulty recognized pattern 0.022 %.
An analysis of differences between the output data from neurons shows that differences reach a maximal value of only 1 ADC-unit. However, due to relatively sharp slope of tansig function in a central range, an error of 1 ADC-unit generates an output error to maximal value of 6 ADC-units for the next (2nd) layer and even 10 ADC-units from 2nd to 3rd layer. Nevertheless, the final error is negligible. Comparison of registered patterns for inclined showers (161/160) or spuriously recognized patterns for reference traces (39/160) is exactly the same for exact calculation (with double precision representation) and for FPGA calculation in fixed-point representation with optimized bus and coefficients widths.
V. SIMULATIONS
The structure of neuron network has been implemented in several FPGA families: Cyclone III, Stratix III and Cyclone V. A response of neural network on trained patterns were verified for 16-point inputs (taken from a shift registers, were ADC data were permanently delayed sequentially) with fixed coefficients calculated in MATLAB. For the biggest FPGA from Cyclone III family (EP3C120F780C7) the multipliers in the neuron from the last layer have to be implemented in the logic cells due to a lack of DSP embedded blocks. This reduced a speed below our necessity. The middle-size FPGA EP3SL150F780C2 was a perfect chip for Quatus simulation. We decided to make simulations in a relatively old tool: the Quartus simulator as much faster tool than currently recommended ModelSim.
VI. LABORATORY TESTS
The surface detector electronics is being improved from 10-bit 40 MSps to at least 12-bit 120/160 MSps ADCs. University of Łódź has been developing the new Front-End Board based on Altera Cyclone V 5CEFA9F31I7 and 8 channels supported by the ADS4249 (Texas Instr. 2-channel, 14-bits 250MSps ADCs). It can fully test the developing AAN also in the real environmental conditions in the Argentinean pampas.
However, before the real tests we run laboratory tests based on the Altera development kit DK-DEV-5CEA7N driven via HSMC-ADC-BRIDGE from the ADS4249 Evaluation Module (EVM). The ADC on the EVM is driven from two channel arbitrary/function generator Tektronix AFG3252. The first channel generates patterns corresponding to the positive marked showers, the second one generates reference traces (negative marked). Channels are uncorrelated, they run with different frequencies and duty cycles. Laboratory tests confirmed our expectations. Trigger rates for positively vs. negatively marked patterns agreed with our theoretical simulations.
VII. CONCLUSION
We run CORSIKA simulation for proton, iron, ν μ and ν τ primaries. Output data collected at 1450 m (the level of the Pierre Auger Observatory) was an input for OffLine [18] providing the ADCs response in the WCDs. Obtained ADC traces were thus used to teach the 12-8-1 neural network implemented already in the 5CEFA7F31I7 FPGA on the Cyclone V development kit. This FPGA is smaller version of the chip being designed for the Front-End Board for AugerBeyond-2015 task. Preliminary results show that the ANN algorithm can detect neutrino events currently neglected by the standard Auger triggers.
